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INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT:   SCOTT HOCH 
Saturday, March 16, 2013 
 

PHIL STAMBAUGH:  7-under 64, your career low round on the Champions Tour.  

Only your second start in over a year, very nice playing.  Just a couple thoughts about 
the day. 

 

SCOTT HOCH:  It's a good day.  Actually very good day.  Yesterday was very poor, 
one of the worst ball striking days I've had, and putting, but I still hit some good shots 

yesterday even though I left a lot of shots out there.  So this was unexpected.  These 
are the hardest greens that I can ever remember putting in my life.  Just because of 

the greens gives me pause as far as coming here this year, and my caddie said no, 

these are my favorites.  He played here and I guess he caddied for Allen Doyle.  He 
said he can read them real well.  I found out yesterday he lies.  We both misread 

them a lot yesterday.  But if you leave them in the wrong spots, that can happen a lot 
of places.  But today we hit a lot of good shots, hit them close, many tap ins, probably 

the only disappointing thing is I didn't take advantage of the par 5s as much as I 
should have, but everything else, I hit good shots on par 3s, a lot of good shots on par 

4s, and still missed a number of makeable putts, but I made some too, which doesn't 

usually happen to me here.  So I'm thrilled.  Gosh, I don't know maybe I missed one 
or two fairways or something.  Do you have fairways? 

 
PHIL STAMBAUGH:  Yeah, you missed only two greens, three fairways. 

 

SCOTT HOCH:  Three fairways.  But only one of them was -- one of them was on the 
fringe and I just putted and the other one was just a real easy chip shot.  So I just 

wasn't in any trouble today and that was key.  And like I said, I've had one ball hit 
back, a third of the ball was hanging over the cup, didn't go in.  And then luckily you 

pick up some shots where you don't think you will, like 17, I hit one there about a foot 
and a half, which very difficult to do, so today was just a really good day. 

 

MODERATOR:  Can you just go ahead and go through your birdies on details, start 
with No. 2?  

 
SCOTT HOCH:  Okay, see if I can remember what I did there.  Yeah, I think -- I did.  I 

hit a sand wedge there about 10 feet, made that for birdie.  Wait a minute. 

 
PHIL STAMBAUGH:  Birdied 3, the par 5. 
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SCOTT HOCH:  I forgot about that one.  You can correct what I said earlier then.  I 
was 2-under on the par 5s.  I was thinking of yesterday.  Okay.  I hit a real good shot 

there and it skipped out of the hole and made about a 10-footer coming back.  Fifth 
hole, I hit -- I think I hit a 6-iron or a 5-iron, I can't remember for sure; I hit a good shot 

about six feet, made that for birdie.  Then I had some opportunities that I didn't 

capitalize on the next five or six holes.  And then longest putt of the day was on 12, I 
made probably about 20-, 22-foot putt there, maybe 25. 

 
And then 14, I hit a wedge that hit short, bounced past, sucked back and the ball was 

hanging over the hole, over the middle of the hole, didn't fall.  And then 15, that's just 
the easier hole.  I already bogeyed it once and I had to hit a 6-iron for my third shot 

there, I hit it under the lip of the bunker and had to pitch out.  That's easily giving up a 

shot there.  And I had to make a long, probably 60-, 70-foot two putt there for par.  
That was really the closest time I came.  But I putted up within a tap-in, though.  17, I 

hit a foot and a half. 
 

PHIL STAMBAUGH:  What club. 

 
SCOTT HOCH:  8-iron.  18, hit driver, 3-wood pin high just to the right of the green.  I 

had kind of a bare lie there, normally I would chip it, but I ended up putting it up the 
hill and putted it up for six inches for a tap-in, so that was a good choice.  So really 

saying I wasted the par 5s, I wasted only really 15 and I missed a couple other birdie 
putts.  But everybody's going to miss putts here, just the nature of the game here.  

We all know it coming in. 

 
Q.  I have a question in regards to you used the word "unexpected."  Is this a 
perfect example of how crazy this game is? 
 

SCOTT HOCH:  I think it warmed up.  I was talking to -- I was talking to my caddie 

Greg coming up, he says it might be coincidence but every time -- I've seen him play, 
whether we're practice or in tournaments, when the weather's kind of warm, I seem to 

be doing much better.  Yesterday it wasn't a really nice day and I just did not hit it well 
at all.  Nothing, I didn't hit anything well.  Today just seemed to be a little warmer and 

the sun came out and actually it was nice at times.  Maybe that's the key.  So if -- I'm 
sure because it was warmer, it wasn't because I shot 64, but it helped me feel better 

about and swing better.  My hand doesn't hurt me but it just reacts better.  It's not 

arthritis, or it could be a little bit in there, but if it's iffy weather or cool weather, maybe 
there's something that doesn't enable me to perform to the top level, but when it's 

warmer, it reacts better.  I don't know.  So far it seems to be the key.  And also this 
course, I haven't played this course very well.  I think one year I had won the two 

previous tournaments coming in here expecting to do well and struggled.  This would 

not be one of the courses that I come to feeling real good about.  Unfortunately, the 
way things have happened with the Tour, we've lost some tournaments early in the 

year and we just haven't had many tournaments to play.  So we've had two 
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tournaments on, three off, two on, three more off.  I wanted to play.   

 
Actually at one time -- Jeff knows this, I talked with Jeff about it -- I was thinking about 

possibly playing Tampa instead of this on the regular Tour just because the weather 
was good.  Then I kept looking at the 10-day forecast and it kept getting better and 

better, supposed to be 80, 75.  I said I'm going to come out here, good weather, I'm 

going to come out here.  I did not know that your degrees are not the same as our 
degrees in Florida. 

 
Q.  They are, just not at the peak.  
 
SCOTT HOCH:  I think it's a difference between Celsius and Fahrenheit. 

 

Q.  Is there a hole you find more challenging than another?  What's the most 
challenging hole, do you think? 

 
SCOTT HOCH:  Gosh, I think 8's a very challenging hole.  But for me, I'm having the 

most difficulty probably year in and year out with 9.  I cannot seem to hit that fairway.  

I hit a good shot yesterday, I was finally happy.  I get down there and I wasn't in the 
fairway.  As a matter of fact, I had to hit under a tree and still made bogey.  So 9's 

been very challenging for me.  8 and 9, say that stretch, 8 and 9's the toughest 
stretch you have here and both of those are difficult holes.  And 17, if you need a 

birdie, obviously 17's going to be a tough hole, too.  It's got more trouble on it.  We 
played from the up tee today, which is only an 8-iron.  If we play from the back tee, 

then that's a very difficult hole. 

 
Q.  And you said typically you've not done well on this course? 

 
SCOTT HOCH:  I haven't played well.  As a matter of fact, I got my stats -- when I 

was trying to figure out whether I was going to come here or play Tampa for the 

regular Tour, I got my stats for three years from the Tour and I came here and 
finished like 15th or 16th the first year and then I finished like 22nd or 24th the next 

year, and then I finished like 32nd, so I said I wasn't moving in the right direction as 
far as playing here. 

 
Q.  You've got to feel great about today then? 

 

SCOTT HOCH:  Oh, yeah, I do.  Jeff does a real good job with the tournament.  The 
facility, they treat us very well.  Good food.  Out here, us guys, we just like good food.  

We don't eat dead fruit and all that other stuff that those guys eat on the other Tour.  
We want the good fattening thick stuff and they do a good job of that here. 

 

PHIL STAMBAUGH:  Anything else?  Good luck tomorrow.  
 

SCOTT HOCH:  Thank you. 


